THE SHADOW OF WAR WILL BE BANISHED

IRAN

The Soviet Press Agency TASS is confident that the stabilization of the situation in Iran will assure the conclusion of the peace treaty with Iraq soon. The treaty is expected to provide for the normalization of relations between the two countries and for the solution of the outstanding issues.
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The treaty is expected to provide for the normalization of relations between the two countries and for the solution of the outstanding issues.

U.N. CONFERENCE ON TURKEY

A United Nations Conference on Turkey will be held in New York next month, where representatives of Turkey and other countries will discuss the future of the Turkish territories. The conference is expected to lay the groundwork for a peaceful solution to the conflict.

CLASSIFICATION OF S. AFRICA INTO RACIAL GROUPS IS UNSCIENTIFIC

On the basis of the report presented to Parliament by the South African President, D. J. van den Heever, the classification of the country into racial groups is not scientifically justified. The report recommended that the classification should be revised to create a harmonious and multicultural society.

106 People Dead or Injured In Ferry Incident

TOKYO, Aug 15 (Reuters) - At least 106 people were either dead or injured when a ferry sank off the coast of Japan on Saturday night. The victims included women and children. The ferry, carrying over 500 passengers, was en route to a nearby island. The cause of the accident is under investigation.

Pope Paul Appeals For Unity Among Orthodox Churches

The Pope has appealed for unity among the Orthodox Churches in the Middle East, following the outbreak of civil war in Lebanon. He called on the leaders of the various denominations to work together for the common good of the people.
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AKCHA: THE GARDEN TOWN OF AFRICA

AKCHA is a garden town in the Northern Province of Afghanistan. It is situated at a distance of 25 km from Balkh City and is the site of a large agricultural area. The population of AKCHA is estimated to be around 10,000. The town is known for its beautiful gardens and green spaces, making it a popular tourist destination.

Free Exchange Rates At Kabul

KABUL, Aug 13: The following exchange rates were in effect at the Kabul Foreign Exchange Office on Sunday:

- 1 USD = 578 Afghani
- 1 UK Sterling = 385 Afghani
- 1 Euro = 740 Afghani
- 1 Indian Rupee = 12 Afghani

A Trip Through The Hindu Kush

KABUL, Aug 12: A group of tourists, including Swiss, Italian, and German nationals, embarked on a week-long trip through the Hindu Kush mountain range. The group, led by a local tour guide, will visit several mountain villages and explore the unique flora and fauna of the region.
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NATO-EAST EUROPEAN NON-AGGRESSION PACT MAY BE GOOD FOR U.S.
George Kennan's Comments

WASHINGTON, Monday, Aug. 16 (AP) - George Kennan, the
German Federal Republic?

George Kennan stated on Monday that a non-aggression pact
between East European countries would lead to a closer advantage of the United States if it
were used to lower agreements with Soviet States and not with

At the beginning of the year, the number of states that had signed
the pact had increased by more than 150 countries.

Kennan, who recently returned from a trip to the
announced that a non-aggression pact in East Europe would
enhance the stability of the region and would benefit the United States.

A Trip Through the Hindukush
(Continued from page 1)

We continued our journey to with greenery, we felt the wilderness
of the Hindukush. The path was
rough and we had to travel on our
feet, which was tiring. After several
hours of walking, we reached the
Kabul-Peshawar Road. It was
beautiful and we could see the
mountains in the distance. After a
short rest, we continued our journey
through the Hindukush.

Afghanistan's Boy Scouts Constitution Approved
By Scouts Associations
Wardak Was Assured
Afghanistan Will Be Admitted To
International Body

Dr. Mohammad Omer Wardak, Commissioner of the
Boy Scouts, announced on Saturday that the
constitutions of the Scout Associations had been
approved by the international bodies. Wardak
stated that Afghanistan had been assured of its
admission to the International Boy Scouts
Association.
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